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Abstract. Drawing upon an actual case – the repatriation by air of the spent fuel of the
VVR-S nuclear research reactor at ‘Horia Hulubei’ National Institute of Physics and
Nuclear Engineering, IFIN-HH, Bucharest, currently in decommissioning, the paper
points at several aspects of the safety assessment involved in the authorization of such
operations. Addressed are especially issues relating to plausible severe scenario
construction; the consequent inference of accident source terms; the environmental
dispersion particulars; the possible radiological consequences and their territorial
distribution. On special request from the Regulator, the analysis – which came on top of
the regular Emergency Response Plan – took up the assumption that the postulated
mishap was severe enough to exceed the original, experimentally-verified terms of
reference offered by the fuel Transporter, thus placing a risk of some sizeable
magnitude on the population potentially exposed. While debatable in principle from the
perspective of the conventional Probabilistic Risk Assessment, this posture was
eventually found justifiable in the light of the results obtained and also considering the
current trend in the realm of emergency preparedness – to go beyond design basis
assumptions towards a more comprehensive acceptance of low-probability-high-risk
('black swan' [1]) abnormal occurences in handling radioactive inventories of all
conceivable origins.
Key words: reactor decommissioning, spent nuclear fuel, air transportation, safety risk
assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the dedicated literature, the nuclear fuel cycle is generally defined as the
set of processes and operations involved in the manufacture of nuclear fuel; its
irradiation in nuclear reactors; and the subsequent storage, reprocessing, recycling
and/or disposal of the spent fuels. The cycle is normally comprised of two stages:
the front-end and the back-end [2]. The front end covers the mining and milling,
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conversion, uranium enrichment, the fuel assemblies fabrication and their loading
into reactor cores. The back end addresses the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) discharge
from the reactor and its technical and managerial subsequent processing.
Once the spent fuel is removed from the reactor the fission process stops;
however, the spent fuel assemblies will still generate significant amounts of
radiation and heat originating in the radioactive decay of the fission products
accumulated during the 'nuclear burning' process. Typically, spent nuclear fuel is
stored in on-site water-cooled ponds for months, or even years, before it can be
taken to permanent storage sites or to reprocessing facilities. From the reactor site,
SNF is usually transported by road, rail, sea, or a multi-modal combination thereof.
Along with the development of research reactors, the so-called 'spent fuel
take-back programmes', including and especially the U.S. Foreign Research
Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel (FRRSNF) Acceptance Programme and the Russian
Research Reactor Fuel Return (RRRFR) programme - actively supported and
assisted by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [3] offered the legal
framework and the appropriate technical and financial support to an operation
outstanding by its complexities and international implications – some of them
bundled under the Safeguard system instrumenting the concept of Nuclear Weapon
Non-Proliferation. The spent nuclear fuel, which stands out as a high-grade
'HAZMAT' (hazardous material), may need to be shipped over thousands
kilometers to its country of origin for reprocessing and safe disposal. The almost
unavoidable border-crossing entails diplomatic entanglements and a political bias
that may, on occasions, turn out insurmountable. Hence, it is no wonder that,
eventually, the air transportation has occurred as a convenient option: it is
economic in comparison, obviously the fastest and – all facts considered - possibly
the safest way of shipping spent fuel over long distances: among other things, a
properly planned aircraft routing will avoid highly populated areas, thus reducing
the risk of radiation exposure to population and the environment. To be noted is
also the fact that, over the past two decades, high-capacity air carriers featuring
payloads in the order of 90 000 kg (the U.S. Lockheed C-5A/B Galaxy) and up to
225 000 kg (the Ukrainian Antonov AN-225) became operational, with good safety
records [4]. On the other hand, however, plane crashes – whether by Acts of God,
human error or malicious intent have the consolidated reputation of extracting the
highest toll in lives and payload losses.
Since the spent nuclear fuel is considered a highly radioactive material, its
transportation is governed by a tight regulatory regime involving standards, codes
of conduct and regulations that have continuously been revised and updated. The
safety assessment in moving around such material seeks compliance with
international guidelines issued by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Safety Standard Series [5, 6], based on five decades-plus of research and
experience. The primary and confessed objective of such a safety system is to
protect people, property and the environment against the direct and indirect effects
of radiation during transportation.
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The principal safety assurance in the SNF transportation stays with the design
of the package, which must be capable of withstanding expected accident
conditions without breach of containment or an increase in near-by radiation to a
level which would endanger the general public and those involved in rescue or
clean-up operations. Containers for high-level waste and spent fuel, also known as
‘Type B’ casks are known to be robust and safe and must pass an enduring series of
tests under hypothetical accident conditions. These include free drop (e.g. a free
fall of a 500 kg mass from 9 meters-height onto a specimen), puncture, thermal
stress (fire of 800 °C for at least 30 minutes), immersion in water (down to 15
metres-depth for 8 hours) – to verify their capability to maintain integrity.
Structural and special steel varieties, or a combination of steel and lead ensure
radiation shielding, which may bring cask weights up to 110 tonnes when empty,
while a typical transport cask may hold up to 6 tonnes of spent fuel [7].
Although the safety in transportation has continually improved over the
years, radioactive materials are subject to at least the same residual transportation
hazards as any other shipment. Through mechanical failure, human error or natural
disaster, accidents can occur. On July 18, 2001, a freight train carrying hazardous
(non-nuclear) material derailed and caught fire while passing through the Howard
Street railroad tunnel in downtown Baltimore, MD, U.S.A. [8]. The mechanical
concussion sparked a chemical fire which has virtually shut down the entire Boston
downtown area. It was reported that in the evening of the first day a water main
rupture entailed by the infrastructure disruption caused a significant flooding in the
street net above. The East Coast rail service was severely hampered. The event also
interrupted the Internet service in the U.S. for several hours, following a cable
passing through the tunnel being severed [9]. The fire continued for 3 days, with
temperatures reportedly reaching 1000 °C. Since the SNF transportation casks are,
as a rule, designed to withstand a 30 minutes fire at 800 °C, assessments of
possible accident scenarios have been conducted in view of determining the
implications for cask design, accident probability estimates, emergency
preparedness and environmental impact of an accident of the Baltimore grade. In
the U.S.A., the State of Nevada released a report entitled 'Implications of the
Baltimore Rail Tunnel Fire for Full-Scale Testing of Shipping Casks' on February,
2003 [10]. The report concluded that, in a case of a hypothetical spent nuclear fuel
accident similar to the Baltimore fire a steel-lead-steel cask would have failed after
6.3 hours; a monolithic steel cask would have failed after 11–12.5 hours; the
contaminated area would have extended over ca. 82 km2; expected latent cancer
fatalities may have ranged from 4000 to- 28000 over 50 years, with 200–1400
occurences during the first year; and the cleanup costs may have reached $13.7
Billion (2001).
On the other hand, recent tests have allegedly shown that a ‘Type B’ cask can
withstand 99.99% of the accidents it may be involved in; and that, in the absence of
a fire, the impact speed would have to exceed 145 km/h to result in a release. In the
case of a fire, the temperature should be around 1000 °C for about two hours to
entail a release [11]. It is estimated that, to date, there have been some 7,000
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shipments of spent nuclear fuel (over 80,000 tonnes) mainly by single or
multimodal ground transportation, 'over many million kilometers, with no property
damage or personal injury, no breach of containers, and very low dose rate to the
personnel involved' [7]. Despite of, statistically, such an encouraging safety record,
the radioactive material transportation is deemed to be still particularly susceptible
to public mistrust and misunderstandings, especially because a balanced technical
information and knowledge on the nuclear matters is not a universal commodity
around. The related anxieties were reported to be often used to the advantage of
anti-nuclear campaigns feeding from sheer disbelief, or from vested interests [12].
Cases of shipments which have been abusively boarded or blocked for days by
activist coalitions and even local authorities [13, 14] seem to appear increasingly
frequent.
The key valid issue underlying such cases is believed to be the genuine fear
that the worst case scenario could indeed turn real, meaning that in an accident
transportation containers can be damaged and their hazardous contents be spilled
out with, potentially, severe consequences inflicted on people and the environment,
for long periods of time. And, in the face of an increasing evidence that 'black
swans' are for real – from Windscale (1957) to Three Mile Island (1979) to
Chernobyl (1986) to Fukushima (2011), dismissing out of hand a mishap heavy in
consequences on the account of its alleged low probability is no longer a healthy
attitude – from the technical analysts up to the decidents in the governance system.
This last remark is thought to be exactly what lead the Romanian Regulator,
eventually seconded by these authors, to go beyond the assumptions of the regular
Emergency Response Plan in effect with the SNF evac operation and set the terms
of reference for an additional, 'extreme accident scenario'. Technically and in a
nutshell, the problem was:
Can the B-type casks envisaged in the airborne transportation find
themselves in a situation involving 'an impact speed that would exceed 145
km/h'; and/or 'a fire reaching temperatures around 1000 °C for about two
hours' (see the remarks above) – so that a major and consequential radioactive
release to the environment occur?
And the short answer turned out to be – yes, it can.
2. THE FRAMEWORK
Commissioned in 1957, the water moderated and cooled VVR-S research
reactor at ‘Horia Hulubei’ National Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering
(IFIN-HH) Bucharest-Magurele is of Soviet design, as many others in what is
loosely described as the Eastern Europe. Along with its siblings in the neighboring
countries, it served well as a driving technology and an accretion point for
generations of physicists and engineers eventually forming into national Nuclear
Physics and Engineering corps. During the 40 years of operation, IFIN-HH has
successfully used the reactor for research, as a neutron source for scientific
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experiments and in the radioisotope production with medical and industrial ends.
Originally the reactor ran on 10% uranium enriched fuel assemblies. In 1984, the
core has been converted to state-of-the-art 36.6% uranium enriched fuel
assemblies. Upon successfully reaching its life-time expectation, the reactor was
permanently shut down in December, 1997. Its decommissioning has begun in
2002 and is currently in progress.
In accordance with the Russian Research Reactor Fuel Return Program
(RRRFR), in early July 2012 the last batch of spent nuclear fuel, low-enriched
uranium (LEU) grade was safely air-shipped from the VVR-S decommissioning
site to Russian Federation for reprocessing and final storage. This transfer followed
a number of similar operations successfully and safely conducted in the preceding
years, starting with what was noted as the world’s first air shipment of spent
nuclear fuel transported in a Type B(U) cask under existing international laws
without special exceptions for the air transport licenses [15]. This project involved
a close collaboration between IFIN-HH – the Operator; the National Commission
for Nuclear Activities Control (CNCAN) – the Regulator; the Russian Federation
State Atomic Energy Corporation ROSATOM – the Transporter; and the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and enjoyed a substantive assistance
on behalf of the U.S. Department of Energy.
The fundamental requirement for the shipments of the kind was the overall
safety of the endeavor. The terms of reference were naturally set by CNCAN and
were directed to the actors that are primarily responsible with organizing and
conducting the operation – the IFIN-HH Center for Decommissioning and
Radioactive Waste Management (CDRWM), which defined in broad lines the
accident scenarios and provided a credible source term. The data were then
transferred to the Department of Life and Environmental Physics (DFVM) – home
of these authors, for technical substantiation and the elaboration of the radiological
impact assessment report. To this effect, DFVM has identified and applied the
appropriate models, methods and computer software customized in such ways as to
accommodate the notion of a possible release to the environment, of radioactive
material following a plane crash in the early takeoff phase, over a populated area
– deemed to be the worst-case, if perhaps improbable, scenario [16].
The reference documentation provided by the Transporter [17, 18, 19] and
duly reflected in the Operator's original Emergency Response Plan [17] deemed the
radiological risk posed by the repatriation operation of the spent fuel as, in
principle, minimal. However, several precautionary notes by the Transporter drew
the attention of these authors, in the line that the possibility of a radiological
accident more severe than the one anticipated by the transport authorization
procedure and involving a general population exposure cannot be completely ruled
out. In particular, the data reported on the fire resistance testing, indicating that the
caskets 'would successfully withstand an 800 C fire for at least 1 hour' were
considered of critical importance and served as a straightforward justification for a
'black swan'-oriented scenario.
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A decently-conservative assessment of the elements above have resulted in
the acceptance of the following frameworking assumptions:
a) The likelihood of a severe radiological accident entailed by the airborne
evacuation of the SNF, involving a substantial and far-reaching radioactive release
with chances to affect public health and/or warrant countermeasures is low, even
assuming a plane crash. On the other hand though,
b) The said likelihood cannot and should not be dismissed, considering (i) the
evident recurrence, over the past decades, of low-probability-high-consequence
nuclear accidents; and, at grass-root level (ii) the inherent and formally-identified
limitations in regard with containment structures resistance to extreme stresses
such as high accelerations, or fires of high temperature and/or long durations.
3. THE OPERATOR INPUT
The input offered by the Operator to the radiological assessment analysts
specified – beyond the planning coordinates including intended number of
shipments, their timing and the cargo involved – the need to handle a radioactive
mix of 41 substances holding 205 radioisotopes and the respective activity inventory.
Given the, roughly, linear relationship of the expected radiological effects to
the number of fuel assemblies (FA) in a transport batch, it was deemed appropriate
to start the assessment on a single FA.
The raw data as provided required a certain amount of pre-processing – to be
expected in exchanges between 'hard-hearted' Operators and 'soft' analysts, in order
to (a) go from mass concentration of nuclides (g/FA) to activity concentrations
(kBq/FA) – a feat following the procedure sketched in Fig. 1; and (b) sort out only
the nuclides for which complementary yet vitally-important data such as the dose
conversion factors were available with the data libraries of the analytical tools to be
employed.

Fig. 1 – The inference diagram for determining the activity inventory.
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The outcome was a computer-digestible spreadsheet featuring the following
11 relevant data items, for 41 radionuclides in a single, reference fuel assembly
(Table 1), making the fodder for the analytic tools:
Table 1
The relevant source term data
Nuclide
Activity

kBq/FA*

Halflife

d

Mass

g/FA

Specific Activity

kBq/g

Committed Effective Dose Eqv.for 50 yrs, inhalation DCF**

(mSv/h)/(kBq/m3)

Acute Dose Eqv.*** to Bone and Red Marrow, inhalation DCF

(mSv/h)/(kBq/m3)

Acute Dose Eqv. to Lung, inhalation DCF

(mSv/h)/(kBq/m3)

Commited Dose Eqv.to Thyroid, inhalation DCF

(mSv/h)/(kBq/m3)

External Dose Eqv. from Groundshine and inhalation of Resuspension

(mSv/h)/(kBq/m2)

External Dose Eqv.from Air Immersion (Cloudshine)

(mSv/h)/(kBq/m3)

* Fuel Assembly
** Dose Conversion Factor
*** Dose Equivalent

4. THE ANALYST CHALLENGE: DRAWING THE SCENARIO
4.1. CIRCUMSTANTIAL ASSUMPTIONS
The accident scenario that could associate in extremis, that is - beyond the
'design basis' assumptions adopted by the Transporter – a substantial release of
radioactive material from fuel assemblies and an environmental dispersion of
radiological consequence for the population rested on the following hypothetical
circumstances:
a) the planned flight route is on a heading to a major airport in the Russian
Federation, approximately on the axis Otopeni – Destination point and, to a
comparable distance between origin and destination (Figure 2), which could serve
as a stopover.
b) The plane crash occurred shortly after take-off from the ‘Henri Coanda’
International Airport, with fuel tanks fully loaded (an event with a dramatic
precedence in the Balotesti civil airliner accident, 1995); consistently, it was
assumed that the impact was located in the area of the Moara Vlasiei village (Fig. 3
and Table 2).
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Fig. 2 – Hypothetical flight route of the aircraft to the first stopover: Bucharest,
Romania - Voronezh, Russian Federation.

Fig. 3 – The take-off segment and the hypotetical plane crash area.
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Table 2
Impact area features
Site
Moara Vlasiei

Feature

Totals

Population

6149

Buildings

2334

Dwellings

2358

Source: http://www.ilfov.insse.ro/phpfiles/Comunicat%20-%20DATE%20PROVIZORII%20RPL%
202011_JUDET_Ilfov%20GRI.pdf

c) Since the reference carrier of choice – an Ilyushin IL-76TD-90VD lacked,
in its public web description a critical piece of information [20], namely the fuel
load at takeoff, an approximate substitute was assumed to be a Boeing 747
Dreamlifter featuring a maximum fuel capacity of 52,609 U.S. gal. (199,150 liters,
conveniently rounded up to 200,000 liters).
d) After the impact and the fire ensuing, it was assumed that the radioactive
material released was converted into a form that can be entrained in the gasdynamic flux of the fire fuel either as is, or as airborne ash products (Fig. 4).
4.2. THE FIRE MODEL
Apart from an impact velocity obviously in excess of the alleged caskaccepted 145 km/h (and probably in excess of the usual takeoff velocities that are
in the order of 250 km/h), the element of plausibility that could justify an
assumption of fuel assembly deterioration and the release into the environment of
the radioactive contents relates in a direct manner to the estimated duration of the
fire following the impact. To evaluate the latter, an open fire model was called
upon. The model is consistent with the one recommended by the Lawrence
Livermore HotSpot codes [21], also adopted by the Romanian Regulator – CNCAN
[22] and is schematically represented in Figure 4.
The sequence of events (Table 3) leading to atmospheric dispersion includes:
an eruption of the initial ‘fireball’; the ejection of a non-ignited fuel fraction
outside the fire area (‘cold spill’); and the fire phase itself [23, 24]. The mass of the
fuel available for fire was estimated at 35% (cca. 66,500 kg) of the total fuel mass.
Key factors governing the fire evolvement are (a) the radius of a streamlined
fire pool (m) assumed to hold the spilled and ignited fuel – taken as a cylinder of a
presumed base radius and height, determined in such a manner that its volume
would equal the volume of the fuel available for fire; and (b) the linear burn rate
(mm/min).
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In conjunction with the average meteorology – ambient temperature (0C) and
atmospheric stability (Pasquill A through F) – assumed over the fire/release
duration, these geometric data determine the plume rise (m) and the effective plume
height (metres above ground) – two parameters of critical importance in setting the
extension, pattern and strength of the atmospheric dispersion, ground deposition,
the contamination along the food chain and the radiation doses to persons of
critical groups.

Fig. 4 – Sequence of events in the open fuel fire model.
Table 3
The fuel distribution in case of plane crash
Fire stage
Eruption of the initial ‘fireball’
Ejection of a non-ignited fuel fraction (‘cold spill’)
Fire phase

Fuel fraction involved
(%)
30
35
35

The significant effect of the interplay of the variables as described is
summarized in Table 4, while the relative complexities involved in the model
handling are rendered, as an example, in one case in point, in the box following
(the format of the code interface).
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Table 4
Effects of critically important fire model variables
Fire pool radius
(m)
20
20
20
10
10
10

Atmospheric Stability
(Pasquill)
A
D
F
A
D
F

Effective plume height
(mAG)
1461
560
36
616
560
33

OPEN FIRE - INPUT
_________________
Physical Constants
-----------------PI Number, pi: 3.1415926
Gravity Acceleration, g (m/s2): 9.812
Ideal Gas Constant, Ridg (J/(mol.K))): 8.314
Mechanical Equivalent of Calorie (J/cal): 4.186
Air Molar Mass (kg/mol): 0.0289
Air Specific Heat (cal/(g.K)): 0.24
Air Density (g/m3): 1290
Fire Data
---------Fuel Mass (kg): 66500
Fuel Density (kg/m3): 950
Fuel Heat Value (J/kg): 33000000
Equivalent Fuel Pool Radius (m): 10
Equivalent Fuel Pool Linear Burn Rate (mm/min): 0.5
Fire Radiance Fraction (% energy radiated): 0.3
Entrainment Coefficient (): 0.06
Release Data
-----------Venting Height (m AG): 1.0
Ambient Temperature (C): 20
Ambient Pressure, Pa (mmHg):760
Wind Speed, u (m/s at 10 mAG): 2
Pasquill Stability: A
__________________________________________________________________
_
Fuel Volume = (Fuel Mass)/(Fuel Density) = 70 m3 = 70000000 cm3
= 18494.0555 gal
Pool Area = 3.1415926 x (Fuel Pool Radius)^2
= 314.15926 m2
Pool Height = (Fuel Volume)/(Pool Area)
= 0.22281692 m
= 222.816924 mm
__________________________________________________________________
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Duration of Fuel Fire = (Pool Height)/(Pool Linear Burn Rate)
= 445.633848 min
= 26738.0309 sec
= 7.4272308 hrs
Heat Emission Rate:
Q = 3785.V.d.H.(1-f)/t
where:
Q - heat emission rate (cal/s)
t = 26738.0309 - duration of fuel fire (s)
3785 - volume conversion factor (cm3/gallon)
V = 18494.0555 - volume of fuel (gallons) burned in time, t (s)
d = 0.95 - fuel density (g/cm3)
H = 7883.42093 - heat of combustion (cal/g)
f = 0.3 - assumed fraction of the heat of combustion that is
radiated.
The Buoyant Flux:
F = g.Q/(pi.C.r.T)
where:
Q - heat emission rate (cal/s)
g - the gravity acceleration (m/s2)
C - gas specific heat (cal/(kg.K))
r - air density (kg/m3)
T - ambient temperature
One obtains:
___________
Q =
=
t =
=

13724767.0 cal/s
57451874.7 J/s
26738.0309 sec
7.4272308 hrs

EFFECTIVE RELEASE HEIGHT - PLUME RISE
_____________________________________
The Thermal Plume Rise:
If x < 3.5 x0 then
dHrise_th(x) = 1.6 (F^(1/3)) (x^(2/3))/u
If x >= 3.5 x0 then
dHrise_th(x) = dHrise_th(x0)
where
the vertical shear-adjusted wind speed at release vent is:
u = u10 (H/10)^m, if H>10, or u10 otherwise,
with u10 (m/s) - the wind speed at 10 mAG;
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The transition distance from source is:
x0 = 14 F^(5/8) if F < 55 m4/s3
x0 = 34 F^(2/5) if F >= 55 m4/s3
The Final Thermal Plume Rise:
. If Pasquill A, B, C, D then
. dHrise_th = 1.6 F^(1/3) ((3.5 x0)^(2/3))/u
. If Pasquill E, F, G then
. dHrise_th = 5.0 (F^(1/4))/(S^(3/8)), S>0
The Stability Parameter (Squared Vaisala Frequency, N), S is: S =
(g/Ta) DthetaDz
with DthetaDz - the Potential Temperature Gradient of the local
atmosphere.
Note that S is effective only in stable atmospheres, of class E
or F.
Inversion Cutoff
With this code, one holds the conservative assumption that there
is no penetration of the inversion lid, so that the effective
height of the plume axis can only be lower than,or at most equal
to, the height of the inversion lid defaulted for the respective
stability class.
CHARACTERISTIC DATA
___________________
- The vertical shear-adjusted wind speed (m/s) at release vent, u
(m/s): 2
- The air density, rhoAir (kg/m3), at T = 293 K: 1.18637013
- The released gas density, rhoGas (kg/m3), at T = 363 K:
0.95759352
Thermal rise:
- The thermal portant flux, F (m4/s3): 472.54599
- The transition distance, x0 (m) from source: 399.260687
- The Stability Parameter, S (1/s2): 0(Vaisala Frequency N = 0.0)
- The Final Thermal Plume Rise, dHrise_th (mAG), for a class-A
atmosphere: 778.851052
Momentum rise:
- The momentum portant flux, Fm (m4/s2): 294.220185
- The Final Momentum Plume Rise, dHrise_mm (mAG), for a class-A
atmosphere: 23.11575
Final Plume Rise, selected as the dominant among dHrise_th and
dHrise_mm, above: 778.851052 m
- The Effective Plume Height of the Briggs' Stake Release Model:
779.851052
- The Entrainment-Corrected Plume Height (open fires):
Heffective = (HBriggs^3+(pool_Radius/entrainment_coeff)^3)^ (1/3)
- pool_Radius/entrainment_coeff
CONCLUSION: Final, Effective Release Height (mAG): 615.713647
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With fire durations found to exceed 1 hour for a 20 m radius (1256 m2) fire
pool; and in excess of 7 hours for a 10 m-radius (314 m2) pool, the assessment have
confirmed that the extreme ‘Early plane crash’ scenario adopted may result in a
significant damage of the SNF cargo and the entrainment of the radioactive
contents to altitudes high enough to entail an extensive environmental dispersion
and consequent exposure of the population.
4. THE OFF-FIRE RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
The assessment of the possible radiological consequences of the scenario as
described was conducted by running two of the computer codes available with
IFIN-HH/DFVM: the Radiological Assessment Toolkit (RAT) – a domestic product
in standing development and maintenance; and RODOS (Real-Time Online
Decision Support System for the Management of Nuclear Emergencies) – the
reference computer code in development under the EC auspices [25]. The
following cases of interest were considered: from a total of 41 substances totaling
205 isotopes, RAT was able to handle 42 isotopes, whereas RODOS has settled for
18 isotopes considered of special importance.
4.1. RAT EVALUATIONS
RAT has considered two cases of interest:
• Case 1: 20 m pool radius, 0.5 mm/minute burn rate;
• Case 2: 10 m pool radius, 0.5 mm/minute burn rate.
The following types of end-results were offered:
– downwind dose-to-distance tables, for a variety of regulated doses relating
to countermeasure recommendations and possible deterministic/stochastic health
effects;
– maps of the circular contours set at the relative maxima of the Total
Effective Dose Equivalent – TEDE, except the absolute maximum at the closest
range to source area (irrelevant in the context) – offered as areas of attention
independent of the dominant wind direction;
– representative maps of the expected TEDE isodoses, a hypothetic
meteorology considered – of prime importance in identifying need for countermeasures.
The downwind dose-to-distance analysis has adopted two types of
evaluations:
– a moderately-conservative approach, considered realistic, which assumes a
filtration of the nuclides inventory by nuclide-specific Fire Release Fractions
(FRF) at levels similar to those tabulated in case of fires in SNF cooling ponds at
nuclear power plants [26]; and
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– an over-conservative approach, without FRF considered, postulating the
release to the atmosphere of the entire nuclide inventory accounted for. The
consequent values can be interpreted as upper bounds for the doses of interest.
The results indicate that consideration of FRF leads to doses about two orders
of magnitude lower than in the case when FRF are ignored. A summary of the data
thus obtained with the RAT code is given in Table 5. A selection of results
indicative for the territorial extension and patterns of the release dispersion from a
single FA and its dosimetric effects is presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
Table 5
RAT assessment. Summary of main results reported for a single spent nuclear fuel assembly
Pool
radius
(m)

20

10

Pasquill
atmospheric
stability class

Plume
height
(m)

A
D

1461
560

F

36

A
D

616
560

F

33

Distance
(km)
0.2
0.6
2.0
27
0.1
0.6
1.8
27.0

TEDE
(mSv)
FRF
not considered
8.194
0.350e-1
26.588
2.779
41.757
0.350e-1
32.802
2.799

FRF
considered
0.300e-1
0.128e-3
0.972e-1
0.101e-1
0.153
0.128e-3
0.120
0.101e-1

4.2. RODOS EVALUATIONS
RODOS has been designed as a comprehensive system incorporating models
and databases for assessing, presenting and evaluating accident consequences. Its
flexible coding enables it to cope with differences in site and source term
characteristics. The RODOS system features possibilities to evaluate not only the
nuclear power plant accidents, but also explosions of (improvised) radiological
devices and radiological accidents involving fire [25]. For the assessment purposes,
a June 2011 version of RODOS code has been used. This was adapted to assess the
radiological consequences of the scenario envisaged.
The RODOS input data were:
– fire duration: 450 minutes;
– mean power: 57,4 MW;
– fire pool area: 314 m2 and 1000 m2 , respectively ;
– fire height above ground: 1m,
the data being comparable with those used in the RAT assessment.
Territorial dispersion patterns provided by RODOS are rendered in Figs. 7
and 8; and values for the characteristic quantities featuring the dispersion and the
exposure of persons are given in Table 6.
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Fig. 5 – Typical RAT results for 20 m and 10 m pool radius, respectively. Dose to distance
TEDE (left) and areas of relative TEDE maximum (right). FRFs considered.
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Fig. 6 – TEDE isolines for a 20 m (left) and 10 m (right) fire pool radius,
for different atmospheric stability classes.
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Fig. 7 – TEDE distribution for a fire pool area of 314 m2 for different atmospheric stability
classes. Dispersion assessment distances: 8 km (left) and 40 km (right), respectively.

Fig. 8 – TEDE distribution for a fire pool area of 1000 m2, on atmospheric stability class F.
Dispersion assessment distances of 8 km (left) and 40 km (right), respectively.
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Table 6
RODOS assessment. Summary of main results reported to a single spent nuclear fuel assembly
Fire area
(m2)

314

1000

Pasquill
atmospheric
stability class
A
D
F
A
D
F
A
D
F
A
D
F

Distance
(km)

40

8

40

8

Total potential dose
(mSv)
Maximum value

Boundary value*

1.83E-01
6.20E-02
2.33E+00
1.24E+00
1.96E-01
2.43E+00
2.63E-01
6.49E-02
4.70E+00
2.57E+00
2.04E+00
6.58E+00

1.05E-02
2.88E-02
1.20E-01
2.86E-02
5.87E-02
5.15E-01
1.05E-02
2.88E-02
1.47E-01
2.85E-02
5.86E-02
5.25E-01

*Value at the distance of assessment boundary.

5. A SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
Taking as a reference a single SNF assembly and targeting as a key indicator
the Total Effective Dose Equivalent, which includes external doses from Cloud
immersion + 7 days exposure to Ground deposition and inhalation of resuspension +
the Committed effective dose equivalent from inhalation, for 50 years, the
following were found of telling value for the scenario described:
– Doses exceeding 10 µSv can be predicted up to distances of 30–40 km
downwind, at low winds (2m/s), at disfavorable atmospheric stability conditions
(Pasquill F), thus exceeding the domestic legal dose constraint for persons from the
general population.
– Doses exceeding 1 mSv (annual dose limit for persons from the general
population, from all sources) are shown to be possible, as follows: RODOS codes –
for various fire pool areas and atmospheric stability classes; RAT codes – only
when ignoring the Fire Release Fractions (FRF). RAT has granted a higher degree
of confidence to assessments that do take into account the FRF.
– Doses in the tens of mSv or higher are indicated by RAT codes only in the
close proximity of the source and only when ignoring FRF.
– Both codes indicate as possible doses (TEDE) exceeding the annual dose
constraint (10 µSv) and annual dose limit (1 mSv) for persons from the general
population.
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– While RAT code results place TEDE below the sheltering limit of 10 mSv,
thus not calling for early countermeasures, RODOS finds values an order of
magnitude higher, which would warrant the evacuation of the population wherever
the legal limit of 30 mSv is reached.
On a closer analysis, it is possible that RAT tends to underestimate doses,
due e.g. to the rather loosely-justified import of FRF data from the realm of
systematic spent nuclear fuel NPP ponds to the intrinsically-chaotic patterns of fire
pools; and RODOS to overestimate doses due to the absence of a code interfaceprovided user control on the effective limits of nuclide releases under fire
conditions;
One also submits that numerical differences in the code results can also be
attributed to differences in the dispersion models employed, including differences
in such sensitive quantities as the dispersion coefficients and dose conversion
factors.
6. CONCLUSION
Seen in retrospect, the participation of this paper authors in the process of
documenting the authorization of an airborne evacuation of spent nuclear fuel from
a nuclear research reactor was found worthwhile. It provided the team of analysts
with a real-life challenge in a two-fold manner: (a) stretch one's imagination in
order to develop a scenario-by-appointment, capable of accounting for facts and
consequences beyond the accepted design basis philosophy; and (b) expeditiously
adapt the standard models and the available software implementing these, to a new
set of terms of reference and MS&V (modeling, simulation and visualization)
needs.
While the truth value of authors' predictions may forever remain
questionable in details, their general approach and consecutive technical appraisal
was met with a positive attitude and was, in the end, accepted as a valid
contribution to the overall endeavor at hand.
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